
1 i two of
ACTH
cortisol
adrenaline

1 Two answers required for 1 mark. 

ii Sino-atrial
node

increases
rate of firing
impulses (1)

increased
heart rate
circulates
blood more
quickly (1)

Liver cell increases
glycogenolys
is (1)

makes more
glucose
available for
respiration
(1)

Erector
muscle in
skin

contraction
of muscle (1)

(causes
hairs to be
raised and
so) makes
animal look
larger / more
aggressive
(1)

6

iii catalyses synthesis of cyclic AMP from
ATP (1)
cyclic AMP activates enzymes responsible
for conversion of glycogen to glucose (1) 

2

iv two from
prolonged high blood pressure can lead to
cardiovascular problems (1)
prolonged high blood sugar can lead to,
problems with blood sugar regulation /
diabetes (1)
suppression of the immune system can
lead to susceptibility to, disease / infection
(1)

2

Total 11

2 a ethene (1) 1

b (named) chemicals (1)
folding (1)
stings (1) 

2 ALLOW 2 named chemicals

Total 3
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3

mitochondria;

oxidative phosphorylation;

lactate;

creatine phosphate / phosphocreatine;

(cross-)bridge / (cross-)link;
myosin (head);

6 Mark the first answer on each prompt line.
If the answer is correct and an additional
answer is given that is incorrect or
contradicts the correct answer then = 0
marks

ACCEPT mitochondrion
DO NOT CREDIT mitochondrial matrix

IGNORE electron transport chain (as not a
stage)

ACCEPT lactic acid

DO NOT CREDIT creatinine

DO NOT CREDIT bond
ACCEPT phonetic spelling

Examiner's Comments

This question proved to be a good
discriminator, with less able candidates
scoring 2 or 3 marks and stronger
candidates scoring 5 or 6 marks. Almost all
candidates correctly got the mark for
mitochondria, and most also got the mark
for myosin. The most common mark
missing from this question was for creatine
phosphate.

Total 6
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4 a two from
cells are able to tolerate, high levels of
lactate / acidity / low pH (1)
have high phosphocreatine stores (1)
use of stored ATP (1)

2

b i D pyruvate (1)
E lactate (1)

2

ii is a hydrogen acceptor / removed
hydrogen from reduced NAD

1

iii two from
for glycolysis to take place, NAD / G, is
needed (1)
there is a limited amount of NAD in the cell
(1)
formation of, NAD / G, allows, glycolysis to
continue / some ATP to be formed (1)

2

iv liver
and
in the blood

1 Both required for 1 mark.

Total 8

5 C ✓ 1
(AO2.4)

Total 1
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6 a ( light-independent stage is) controlled by
(named) enzymes ✓

idea that higher temperature will increase,
kinetic energy of enzyme molecules /
number of successful collisions /ESCs
formed / ora ✓

enzymes may be denatured at high
temperatures / described ✓

2 max IGNORE no enzymes in light dependent
stage
ALLOW fewer enzymes in light dependent
stage
ALLOW Rubisco as named enzyme

Examiner’s Comments

Many candidates recognised that enzymes
control the light independent reactions and
Rubisco was frequently quoted.
References about the effect of temperature
were often vague. The idea of increasing
the kinetic energy of the enzyme
molecules, number of successful collisions
or number of ESCs was rarely addressed,
and marks were frequently lost for not
relating high temperatures to denaturation.
A few candidates thought that the light
independent stage required photons, or
that temperature excited the enzymes.

b i (anomaly is) 28 / (light intensity of) 32 and
(temperature of ) 40.5 / row 6 ✓

repeat test ✓

2 ALLOW highlighted row or 28 in the table

IGNORE plot points on a graph

Examiner’s Comments

A number of candidates correctly identified
the anomaly and often went onto say why
they considered 28 bubbles an anomaly.
Not all of the candidates went onto
mention repeats being the way to confirm it
as the anomaly. Some incorrectly
mentioned drawing a graph and seeing
whether the result did or did not fit the
normal trend. Some candidates seemed to
have difficulty in making it clear which
result was anomalous, but this could have
been achieved by circling the result in the
table provided.

A number of candidates wrongly identified
the anomaly, but mentioned repeats and
therefore got credited a mark for that.
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ii Level 3 (5-6 marks)
Provides detailed descriptions of
improvements to both presentation and
experimental method.
There is a well-developed line of
reasoning, which is clear and logically-
structured and uses scientific terminology
at an appropriate level. All the information
presented is relevant and forms a
continuous narrative.

Level 2 (3-4 marks)
Provides correct descriptions of
improvements to both presentation and
experimental method.

There is a line of reasoning presented with
some structure and use of appropriate
scientific language. The information
presented is mostly relevant.

Level 1 (1-2 marks) Provides a correct
description of an improvement to both the
presentation and experimental method.

The information is communicated with only
a little structure. Communication is
hampered by the inappropriate use of
technical terms.

0 marks
No response or no response worthy of
credit.

6 Indicative scientific points may include:
(examples of the detailed descriptions
required for level 3 are shown in bold)

Improvements to presentation

Units for light intensity should be
shown

(e.g. AU or lux, etc.)

The table should be presented to make
comparisons of light intensity easier 
(example of improvement - e.g.
separate tables for temperature and
light intensity).

The heading of column three could be
improved (e.g. ‘rate of photosynthesis -
bubbles min-1’)

present data as a graph (e.g. light
intensity / temperature vs, number of
bubbles)

Improvements to method

A more precise method for measuring
photosynthetic rate (e.g. a (calibrated) 
oxygen sensor (rather than counting
bubbles) use of a photosynthometer /
gas syringe / burette / measuring
cylinder (to measure volume of gas).

Control other variables in the
experiment (named control variables
e.g. same, size/age, pondweed /

same pH / change water surrounding
pondweed for each measurement /
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time to acclimatise / same wavelength
of light)

Provide carbon dioxide source
(e.g. so carbon dioxide in excess / not
limiting / add hydrogencarbonate)

Smaller and more consistent intervals
between light and temperature values
should be used (e.g. intervals of 50
light intensity units or 10°C).
repeats should be used.

(e.g. to calculate mean or identify
anomalies)

Examiner’s Comments

This question was on the whole answered
well, particularly with regard to descriptions
of improvements to the method. Less able
candidates were able to score marks on
this question by giving correct descriptions
of improvements to both method and
presentation. Marks were lost by
candidates for lack of detailed descriptions,
in particular to do with the presentation.
For example, with the improvement to the
method, some stated correctly that
counting bubbles was not a precise
method of measuring the rate of
photosynthesis but did not suggest a more
precise method. A large number suggested
that a potometer could be used to measure
the rate of photosynthesis, or that the
bubbles were carbon dioxide rather than
oxygen. Many candidates suggested that a
control should be set up or that other
variables in the experiment needed to be
controlled and gained credit for this, but did
not to say what the control variables
should be. Candidates also often
mentioned that the light and temperature
should be increased in regular intervals but
did not state what these intervals should
be. For improvements to presentation they
stated that there should be units in the
table for light intensity but did not give an
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example of a unit. They also did not often
mention recording results in separate
tables for temperature and light intensity to
make comparisons of light intensity easier.

It was seen that suggestions for improving
presentation were sometimes missing from
answers and as a consequence these
candidates scored no marks, even if they
had given or described a detailed
improvement to the method, . This is
because for Level 1 we needed an
improvement to method and presentation.

Other common loss of marks were for the
use of the term average instead of mean,
drawing a bar chart rather than a line
graph and mentioning repeats to remove
anomalies

The overall impression though is that
candidates are being taught well, to
analyse practical methods and the
presentation of data.

Exemplar 1

In this answer, the candidate gave several
correct detailed improvements to the
method and two detailed improvements for
the presentation (use of separate tables,
and use of a line graph with separate lines
for each temperature), with a well-
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structured answer gaining all 6 marks.

In this answer, the candidate gave several
correct detailed improvements to the
method and two detailed improvements for
the presentation (use of separate tables,
and use of a line graph with separate lines
for each temperature), with a well-
structured answer gaining all 6 marks.

Exemplar 2

In this answer, the candidate gave one
correct improvement to the method (
increasing temperature by set intervals)
and a correct improvement to the
presentation( draw a line graph), but
neither improvement is detailed - so
credited Level 1. The response contains a
lot of irrelevant material and has little
structure, so was not given the
communication mark.

Total 10

7 D ✔ 1 Examiner’s Comments

Candidates also found this question fairly
straightforward. B and C were the common
incorrect answers.

Total 1
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8 A 1

Total 1

9 D 1

Total 1

10 D 1

Total 1

11 A 1

Total 1

12 i particles have (their own) kinetic energy (1)
(movement) down concentration gradient
(1) 

2 ALLOW glucose for particles
ALLOW from high(er) concentration to
low(er) concentration

ii ATP 1 ALLOW adenosine triphosphate

iii phospholipids act as a barrier (1)
(glucose) molecules too large (1) 

2 ALLOW (glucose) not soluble in
phospholipid bilayer because of polar –OH
groups for 2 marks

Total 5

13 C 1

Total 1
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